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Nonlocal Magnetic Field-Tuned Quantum Criticality in Cubic CeIn3�xSnx (x � 0:25)
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We show that antiferromagnetism in lightly ( � 8%) Sn-doped CeIn3 terminates at a critical field
�0Hc � 42� 2 T. Electrical transport and thermodynamic measurements reveal the effective mass m�

not to diverge, suggesting that cubic CeIn3 is representative of a critical spin-density wave (SDW)
scenario, unlike the local quantum critical points reported in anisotropic systems such as CeCu6�xAux and
YbRh2Si2�xGex. The existence of a maximum inm� at a lower field�0Hx � 30� 1 T may be interpreted
as a field-induced crossover from local moment to SDW behavior as the Néel temperature falls below the
Fermi temperature.
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FIG. 1 (color). Temperature scale schematic of antiferromag-
netic quantum criticality tuned at g � gc according to (a) the
locally critical scenario and (b) the SDW scenario. The dotted
line at gx in (b) separates regions where the antiferromagnetism
is predominantly local momentlike and SDW-like. The parame-
ter g may correspond to p, H, or x.
When the Néel temperature TN of an antiferromagnet is
tuned to absolute zero at a quantum critical point (QCP),
the uncertainty principle leads to a divergence in the char-
acteristic length scale of the fluctuations of the staggered-
moment order parameter � [1]. In itinerant d- or
f-electron antiferromagnets, strong on-site correlations
often cause the renormalized Fermi temperature T� to
become comparable to TN. A potential locally critical
scenario arises in which the extent to which the d or f
electrons locally contribute charge degrees of freedom to
the Fermi liquid becomes subject to fluctuations at the QCP
[2,3]. Their effective localization is conditional upon the
inequality TN > T� being satisfied [4], necessitating T� !
0 at the QCP as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Several f-electron
antiferromagnets, including CeCu6�xAux [3,5],
YbRh2Si2�xGex [6], and CeRhIn5 [7], appear to provide
examples of such behavior as function of pressure p,
magnetic field H, or chemical substitution x. However,
no experiment has yet been able to gauge the extent to
which local criticality requires the spin fluctuations to be
two-dimensional (2D) [2,3]. Were this an absolute prereq-
uisite, the three-dimensional (3D) spin fluctuation spec-
trum of cubic CeIn3 should then provide the essential
f-electron counterexample to local criticality [2,8]. One
should then expect a quantum critical spin-density wave
(SDW) scenario to prevail [9] in which T� remains finite at
the QCP as depicted in Fig. 1(b).

In spite of CeIn3 being one of the two original f-electron
antiferromagnets in which non-Fermi liquid behavior and
superconductivity were reported together under pressure
[10], the comparatively large Néel temperature (TN �
10 K) requires rather extreme experimental conditions
for its complete suppression; i.e., the critical pressure is
pc � 25 kbar while the critical magnetic field is �0Hc �
61 T [11]. Neither the steep gradient @TN=@p near pc [10]
nor the pulsed magnetic fields required to access Hc are
amenable to precision tuning of the temperature dependent
electrical resistivity ��T� or direct measurements of the
specific heat Cp�T�. Prior studies [10,12,13] had therefore
been unable to determine the applicable scheme in Fig. 1.
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In this Letter, we utilize the fact that Sn substitution of
only�8% of the In sites in CeIn3 (yielding CeIn2:75Sn0:25)
reduces TN to � 6:4 K [14,15], enabling quantum critical-
ity of the same type II antiferromagnetic phase as in pure
CeIn3 to be tuned by static magnetic fields �0H 	 45 T.
This also avoids technical difficulties associated with per-
forming Cp�T� and uniform magnetization Mz�H� mea-
surements in combined high pressure, strong magnetic
field conditions. Sn modifies the electronic structure by
reducing the separation between the Fermi energy and the
core 4f-electron level, pushing this system towards mixed
valence [16]. Prior measurements on single crystalline
CeIn3 had shown TN�H� to be independent of the orienta-
tion of H, enabling the use of polycrystalline samples.

Polycrystalline CeIn3�xSnx buttons with 0< x< 0:75
are prepared by arc melting the appropriate quantities of
99.9, 99.999 and 99.9999% pure Ce, Sn, and In, respec-
tively, with 5 further arc melts performed after flipping the
button between melts for the purposes of homogenization.
Samples cut from this button have ��T� and Cp�T� repro-
ducing those of Pedrazzini et al. [14]. In situ Cp�T� and
��T� measurements on characterized samples are then
extended to 45 T.

Figure 2 shows the T,H phase diagram of CeIn2:75Sn0:25

extracted from the rawCp�T�=T and ��T� data presented in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The transition at TN corresponds to a
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) T, H phase diagram of CeIn2:75Sn0:25 ex-
tracted from Cp�T� (
 symbols) and ��T� data (� symbols) as
described in the text. Grey shaded regions represent the anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) phase under the fitted TN � TN;0�1�
�H=Hc�

2� curve. 4 symbols delineate maxima in @�=@T which
approximately delineate the Fermi temperature T� in the para-
magnetic region. Green circles show the fitted A�1=2 values for
n � 2 and T � T�. The red dashed line represents Hc, while the
blue dotted line is 1=�0 � @H=@M approximately determined
from Mz�H� after smoothing and rescaling. All other lines are
spline fits between data points. (b) The equivalent phase diagram
versus p using the available data of Knebel et al. [12]. Here the
4 symbols represent T� of Kawasaki et al. [13].

FIG. 3 (color). (a) Cp�T�=T raw data at selected magnetic
fields H. (b) ��T� data at selected magnetic fields. (c) The
differential resistivity @��T�=@T obtained after polynomial
smoothing the raw ��T� data. (d) Magnetization of
CeIn2:75Sn0:75 at 450 mK. The inset shows ��T� at 30 T plotted
versus T1:4.

FIG. 4 (color). Coefficient A for CeIn3�xSnx estimated from
@��T�=@T. (a) shows A (filled green circles) estimated as a
function of H for x � 0:25 and n � 2 with open circles showing
estimates of An where n (open blue squares) is allowed to vary in
order to facilitate a comparison with similar measurements under
p. Spline fits are draw to guide the eye. An actual plot of ��T�
versus T1:4 at 30 T is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. (b) shows
similar A data for x � 0 as a function of p obtained by Knebel
et al. [12].
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minimum in @�Cp�T�=T�=@T (
 symbols), which can be
further identified with a minimum in @��T�=@T (� sym-
bols) in Fig. 3(c) for �0H & 30 T. An empirical fit of
TN � TN;0�1� �H=Hc�

2� to the 
 and � data points in
Fig. 2(a) yields �0Hc � 42� 2 T. The presence of an
anomaly in Cp�T�=T at 35 T and its absence at 45 T are
consistent with this estimate for Hc. Several factors reveal
the transition to remain of 2nd order as H ! Hc. These
include the vanishing magnitude of the anomaly in
Cp�T�=T in Fig. 3(a), the absence of a jump in Mz�H� at
450 mK in Fig. 3(d) and the comparatively shallow slope
@TN=@H of the phase boundary in Fig. 2 such that
Hc@TN=@H� pc@TN=@p [11].

The limit of Cp�T�=T as T ! 0 provides an estimate
of the extent to which electronic correlations augment
Cp�T�. It is apparent from Fig. 3(a) that Cp�T�=T does
not exhibit a logarithmic divergence as T ! 0 at or near
Hc, in stark contrast to the H-tuned QCPs of CeCu6�xAux
[5] and YbRh2Si2�xGex [6]. The lack of divergence in
CeIn2:75Sn0:75 is more consistent with the SDW scenario
[9]. A similar lack of divergence occurs with m��H;p�
obtained from p- and H-dependent de Haas–van Alphen
experiments on pure CeIn3 for H k h100i [11,17,18]. The
electrical transport measurements presented in Fig. 3(b)
further support this hypothesis. @��T�=@T in Fig. 3(c)
yields a maximum at T� for �0H * 30 T below which
the curve becomes linear as T ! 0, consistent with Fermi
liquid behavior where @��T�=@T � 2AT [19]. As ex-
pected, fits of � � �0 � AnTn to this data yield n � 2 in
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Fig. 4(a) to within �5%, which is comparable to the
experimental errors. With the exception of �0H � 30 T,
fixing n � 2 does not change An by an amount signifi-
cantly different from the experimental errors in Fig. 4(a),
but does facilitate a comparison with other Fermi liquid
parameters. A�1=2 / 1=m� can be seen to scale with T� for
�0H * 30 T in Fig. 2(a), suggesting that T� approxi-
mately corresponds to the Fermi temperature, as noted in
other systems [6,20]. A�1=2�H� and T��H� also scale with
the inverses susceptibility 1=�0�H� for H >Hc, plotted in
Fig. 2(a), indicating that both ��T;H� and Mz�H� are
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consistent with a Fermi liquid comprised of partially po-
larized quasiparticle bands. While A can be seen to exhibit
qualitatively similar maxima as a function of H and p [12]
in Fig. 4, the plotting of A�1=2

2 / T� in Fig. 2 provides a
more informative picture of how the Fermi liquid develops.
Rather than vanishing at Hc and pc, as for the local QCP
[2,3] depicted in Fig. 1(a), A�1=2 / T� / 1=m� can be seen
to intercept both H � Hc and p � pc at finite values in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) as expected for the SDW scenario
depicted in Fig. 1(b).

Taken together, the above findings imply that the
quantum fluctuations of � have a similarly weak effect
on the Fermi liquid properties at both pc in pure CeIn3

and Hc in CeIn2:75Sn0:25. Hence, while CeCu6�xAux [3],
YbRh2Si2�xGex [6] and CeRhIn5 [7] may be considered
consistent with the local criticality picture in which the
Fermi surface topology undergoes a dramatic change at the
QCP [3], this clearly cannot be the case for CeIn3 and
CeIn2:75Sn0:25.

One advantage of the present H-tuned QCP is that the
slope of the phase boundary as TN ! 0 in Fig. 2(a) is
sufficiently gradual as a function ofH that we can continue
to follow the proportionality between A�1=2

n , T� and �0�1

over a significant �12 T wide interval in field below Hc.
This continues until A�1=2�H� (rescaled in units of kelvin)
intersects TN�H�. The coincidence of the minimum in
A�H��1=2 (or maximum in A) at �0Hx � 30� 1 T with
the point on the phase diagram at which TN � T� in
Fig. 1(b) is strongly suggestive of its association with a
crossover from SDW-like behavior to local momentlike
behavior of the form depicted in Fig. 1(b). Such a crossover
would directly affect the degree to which the f electrons
contribute charge degrees of freedom to the Fermi liquid
[4].

Outside the antiferromagnetic phase, the f electrons
hybridize with the conduction electrons giving rise to
heavy Fermi liquid composed of renormalized quasipar-
ticle bands that incorporate the f-electron charge degrees
of freedom [21]. On-site correlations weaken with increas-
ing g (i.e., p or H), causing A�1=2, T�, and �0�1 all to
increase. Provided TN � T�, a weak coupling SDW that
gaps parts of the Fermi surface can form [2,9] with no
significant change in the overall effect of the correlations
on T�. To compute the influence of a finite antiferromag-
netic order parameter � on the quasiparticle bands, it is
necessary to combine the effect of the on-site Kondo
interaction with the K � Q (Q is the antiferromagnetic
wave vector) Bragg scattering produced by the underlying
antiferromagnetic structure.

At the local QCP depicted in Fig. 1(a), T� vanishes
precisely at g � gc because the Kondo screening is sup-
pressed by the magnetic interactions. The Fermi surface
undergoes a large reconstruction across the QCP since the
development of antiferromagnetism inhibits the f-electron
contribution of charge degrees of freedom to the Fermi
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liquid [2,3], possibly leading to the emergence of new
Fermi liquid with a different (smaller) Fermi surface to-
pology and a different characteristic T�0 that now increases
with decreasing g [6] [depicted in red in Fig. 1(a)]. In the
quantum critical SDW scenario depicted in Fig. 1(b), how-
ever, the Kondo screening is not suppressed at the QCP and
the Fermi surface evolves smoothly across the phase
transition.

The experimental @��T�=@T data yield two maxima for
�0H & 30 T. The upper maximum (i.e., T > TN) evolves
continuously from that observed at higher H, but starts to
increase again at low H (or low g). Since TN exceeds the
minimum value of T� on decreasing H or p, the f-electron
charge degrees of freedom become decoupled from the
Fermi liquid. We therefore attribute the upper maximum
in @��T�=@T to the modified Fermi temperature T�0 asso-
ciated with the gradual loss of correlations, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The loss in proportionality between T�0 and
A�1=2 for H <Hx nevertheless reveals difficulties with
characterizing the Fermi liquid for H <Hx. Owing to its
close proximity to TN, the determination of T�0 may be-
come subject to systematic error for H� Hc, while mag-
non scattering [10] causes n to deviate upward from that
expected for a Fermi liquid in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Actual
values of A2 should therefore be considered somewhat
tentative for H� Hc and p� pc. The estimated T�0 at�
10 T is nevertheless comparable to T�F � "F=3kB estimated
as the approximate temperature where significant thermal
depopulation occurs for the heaviest de Haas–van Alphen
(dHvA) orbits that dominate the thermodynamic mass of
pure CeIn3 [22]. Here, "F � @eF=m� is the effective Fermi
energy for a given dHvA frequency F.

It is clearly evident from Fig. 2(a) that Hx � Hc. This
can be demonstrated in the present study because
Hc@TN=@H� pc@TN=@p close to the QCP. More finely
p-tuned nuclear quadrupole resonance studies [13] have
recently shown that the lowest Fermi liquid temperature
(equivalent to T�) occurs at a pressure that is � 0:75 kbar
lower than pc, suggesting also that px � pc. This obser-
vation combined with the similar values of A�1=2�n � 2� at
which A�1=2�H;p� / T��H;p� intercepts TN suggests that
the p- and H-dependent QCP’s are related. Similarities are
also found in the p- andH-dependent fitted values of n and
An when n is left as a free parameter in Fig. 4. Both p and
H lead to a gradual reduction in the size of the staggered
moment and monotonic increase in T� as the effect of the
on-site correlations is suppressed. In the former case this is
caused by an increase overlap between the f-electron
orbitals while in the latter case it is caused by the pro-
gressive polarization of the f electrons by the Zeeman
interaction.

The monotonic Mz�H� of CeIn3�xSnx in Fig. 3(d) is
another quality that can be attributed to its cubic symmetry.
Magnetically anisotropic systems, by contrast, sometimes
undergo abrupt increases in Mz (i.e., metamagnetism) at a
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characteristic magnetic field Hm that is unrelated to anti-
ferromagnetism [23]. Systems that combine both antifer-
romagnetism and metamagnetism tend to exhibit a more
complicated H-dependent behavior. CeRh2Si2 [24] and
UPd2Al3 [25] are two examples of systems in which meta-
magnetism causes antiferromagnetism to terminate prema-
turely at Hm owing to the fact that Mz and � compete for
the same spin degrees of freedom.

In summary, we find that the light Sn doping of CeIn3

facilitates observation of a H-tuned QCP at Hc � 42�
2 T, enabling ��T� and Cp�T� measurements to be per-
formed in static magnetic fields �0H < 45 T. Neither
A�1=2, T� nor �0�1 collapse to zero at the QCP, nor does
n deviate significantly from n � 2, indicating that the
system continues to exhibit conventional Fermi liquid
behavior as TN ! 0, suggestive of a 3D quantum critical
SDW scenario as opposed to a locally critical scenario. We
attribute the observation of a minimum in T� and A�1=2 at a
somewhat lower field Hx � 30� 1 T to the fact that the
Kondo screening is not suppressed at the QCP.
Correspondingly, T� decreases until it intersects the anti-
ferromagnetic phase boundary (T� � TN). At that point,
T�, now T�0, starts to increase because TN becomes larger
when the magnetic field is reduced Fig. 1(b). A larger TN

leads to a weaker effective Kondo coupling between the f
and the conduction electrons. Similarities in the electrical
transport behavior of CeIn2:75Sn0:25 at Hx <Hc and CeIn3

at px < pc [13] suggests that a similar QCP may be ac-
cessed in both cases.

The possible universality in the H and p dependence
warrants further ��T� investigations of pure CeIn3 under
combined high H and p conditions. Realization of a situ-
ation in which the maximum in m� and antiferromagnetic
QCP occur at distinctly different pressures in CeIn3 [i.e.,
px � pc in Fig. 1(b)] [13] may provide an opportunity to
identify the key factors required to optimize unconven-
tional superconductivity [10]. The present separation be-
tween Hx and Hc, enables us to infer that n� 1:5 is
associated with gx rather than the QCP at gc.
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